Pentex™ GL
SAFER • EASIER • BETTER

Scientifically designed to maximise detonation pressure and improve reliability.

IMPROVED SAFETY
- Complete enclosure of the explosive mitigates potential health effects
- Colours selected to assist with visibility in mining applications and colour blindness
- Square-shaped design reduces chances of lost boosters due to rolling
- Reliability standard of greater than 1 in 10 million backed by proprietary testing methods.

EASE OF USE
- Ergonomically designed to improve handling
- Increase priming rates
- Race Track feature allows the booster to hang straight in the blasthole
- Round edges reduces the chance of being caught in the blasthole
- Compatible with Orica’s Initiating Systems.

RELIABILITY AND PERFORMANCE
- Maximises initiation energy
- Design reduces failures due to poor priming techniques
- Complete plastic enclosure of the explosive reduces damage during deployment or manual handling
- Race Track feature eliminates potential detonator displacement
- PETN sensitiser system ensures reliable and effective initiation.

SECURITY OF SUPPLY
- Manufactured in Australia
- Global manufacturing eliminates change management.
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